ABSTRACT. In this paper it is shown that if M is a compact PL-manifold and Hp,(M) is the group of PL-homeomorphisms of M onto itself, then Hp¡JM)
Using the p-parameterization of M. Morse [15] we show in this paper that HpAM)
is in fact homeomorphic to HpAM) x lL and thus that HpAM) is an /'-manifold.
In the first section of the paper we quote the results that are needed from [4] ,
[6], [8] , and [18] . In the second section of the paper we show that HPiiM) is homeomorphic to HpLiM) x ¡2 which will complete the proof that HpliM) is an /(-manifold.
Preliminary results.
In this section we will state results that are needed for the proof of the fact that HpAM) is an /'-manifold. The results needed come from infinite-dimensional topology, the theory of function spaces, topological and piecewise-linear manifolds, and general topology. The theorems will be stated in a form which is most convenient for reference in this paper and not in the most general form in which they occur in the original papers. Before we proceed to the proof of Theorem 2.1 we will need to review the results concerning the p-parameterization of curves developed by M. Morse [15] .
This parameterization was used in [5] This is Theorem 1.12 in [5] . We note at this point that if X has a PL-structure, then the image under iff of Epiil, X) is generally not contained in Ep[il, X) even when the metric on X is linear. We will not give an example of this, since it is somewhat tedious and not pertinent to the main results of the paper. This is Theorem 1.12 in [5] . We note that if X has a PL-structure, then the image of EpLil, X) under r is not generally contained in HpL(I) even with a linear metric on X.
We now state the proposition that we will need. Let p: Eil, X) -> / be defined by pif) = Af)~HVi). Then 0 < pif) < 1 and fipif)) = f(.Vi), since fJYi) = License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
THE GROUP OF PL-HOMEOMORPHISMS fAAf) °Af)-1(y2)) = /(K/)"1^)) = f(p(f)). Clearly p is continuous, since r is continuous.
Thus we have shown the following.
Proposition.
There is a continuous p: E(I, X) -» (0, l) szzci that f AYi) = f(p(f)) for all f £ E(I,X).
The following lemma is the last property of the p-parameterization that we will need." It can be routinely verified from the definition and we omit its proof. The proof of Theorem 2.1 now follows from the observation that lL x lL is homeomorphic to ¡2. Thus H pLiM) x 1'2 is homeomorphic to (// pliM) x ¡2 ) X 1'2 which is homeomorphic to HpAM) x /( which is homeomorphic to HpAM). The proof of Theorem 2.1 is now complete.
We now have completely proved the main result of this paper.
2.8. Theorem. Let M be a compact PL-manifold and HpAM) be the group of PL-homeomorphisms of M onto itself. Then Hp AM) is an lL-manifold.
The following corollary follows from the proofs given above together with a standard result from infinite-dimensional topology.
2.9. Corollary. Let o" be the n-simplex and let HpAon) be the PL-homeomorphisms of o" onto itself which are the identity on the boundary of a". Then
HpLio") is homeomorphic to 1'2.
Proof. The standard Alexander isotopy gives us a contraction of HpAo") in itself to the identity function e on o". Since HpLio") is a contractible topological group, it is locally contractible. Since HpLio") is a closed subset of Hpiio"), Hplion) must be cr-f.d. compact. Since it is locally contractible, it
